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Abstract—One of the biggest obstacles for constructing 
effective sociable virtual humans lies in the failure of machines to 
recognize the desires, feelings and intentions of the human user. 
Virtual humans lack the ability to fully understand and decode 
the communication signals human users emit when 
communicating with each other.  This article describes our 
research in overcoming this problem by developing senses for the 
virtual humans  which enables them to hear and understand 
human speech, localize the human user in front of the display 
system, recognize hand postures and to recognize the emotional 
state of the human user by classifying facial expression. We report 
on the methods needed to perform these tasks in real-time and 
conclude with an outlook on promising research issues of the 
future.  
 
Index Terms—Man-Machine communication, avatars, gesture 
recognition, speech recognition, affective computing. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the biggest obstacles to natural interaction with virtual 
humans is their lack of understanding of user’s intentions and 
desires. The virtual character implemented in Microsoft’s 
Office product, e.g. the famous paper clip, illustrates this 
dilemma: The computer tries to infer the desires of the human 
user based on limited knowledge and-often incorrect- 
assumptions, which consequently, despite “best intentions” 
produce only frustration and annoyance. The result is well 
known: the virtual character is turned off by the human user and 
is cast to exile. This example illustrates that the intentions of the 
users are often unknown to the system and it must be avoided at 
any costs to act inappropriately. Hence, we must try to infer the 
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intentions and the internal state of the user even when such a 
task may be never completely solved. However, this is 
forgivable since even humans fail in this task sometimes.    
In the following, we report on methods to recognize human 
speech, to locate humans in front of the display system and to 
identify their hand posture and facial expressions.     
 
II. AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION 
2.1 Introduction 
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is an important part for 
any system interacting with the human user. Virtual humans 
must react to utterance of the users robustly and 
instantaneously.  The system must understand what the user 
says in order to generate appropriate actions and responses of 
the virtual humans. This problem is usually divided into two 
different tasks: The first one aims at recognizing robustly the 
sentences the user has uttered towards the avatars by generating 
textural transcripts or word lattices out of the captured audio 
signals.  The second problem lies in trying to understand the 
language of the human user has used to communicating with 
the system. The latter problem falls in the domain of natural 
language understanding. Both tasks must still be considered 
unsolved, though there are already many well-working 
solutions in various applications and domains.  
 We now present the requirements and discuss the approach 
we followed to support natural communication with virtual 
humans. 
2.2 Requirements for ASR in Virtual Human  
Generically ASR translates spoken language into a suitable 
representation computers can work more easily with. Words 
and sentences must be recognized using the audio signal of the 
speech. ASR should either produce the most likely 
transcription, a ranked list of n-best results, or word lattices 
which may be analyzed later on by using techniques based on 
natural language understanding. 
Besides these rather general requirements, additional 
constraints posed by this project were: 
 
• Real-time processing with low latency:  The system must 
run online with small latency since any delay between the 
utterance of the human user and the response of the avatars 
w break the direct communication between the 
participants.  
• Speaker independence: The recognition must be 
independent from the speaker. As the potential users are 
male and female children and adults, quite general acoustic 
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models must be trained. Ad-Hoc adaptation may be used 
but without any explicit learning phase.  
• Multi-language: English and German language must be 
supported to ensure demonstrations of the project in an 
international environment. 
• Adjustable language models: Prior knowledge about the 
context of the dialog and expected answers may be used as 
grammars to speed up the recognition.  
• Distributed architecture supporting multiple users: Since 
all components consume significant processing power and 
may also need special and potentially incompatible hard- 
and software, a distributed client-server architecture based 
on Ethernet communication has been chosen for 
integration. Moreover, at least two persons should be able 
to use the speech recognition system simultaneously.  
• Concurrent operation: The system must react flexible to the 
utterances of the human users by continuously monitoring 
and classifying the audio signal. The user must not need to 
switch the ASR explicitly on and off, as it is common 
practice when using walky-talkies. 
 
2.3 VoiceXML-Based ASR architecture  
Test and evaluations of concepts and ideas within an 
integrated research project can only be achieved if the different 
modules are integrated as early as possible. Therefore, we have 
adapted a commercial dialog system VoiceGenie from 
VoiceGenie Technologies (now part of Genesys) based on 
VoiceXML and Voice-Over-IP  (VoIP) technology in order to 
bootstrap the multimodal recognition model in the course of the 
development of the Early Demonstrator in the first 6 months of 
the project. A microphone was connected to a voice server 
module (SIP) which captures the audio signal and transports the 
signal via VoIP to the VoiceGenie server. A Java client running 
on a Tomcat JSP server controls the VoiceGenie server and 
defines the language and dialog structure of VoiceGenie based 
on VoiceXML documents. The client program is also 
connected to the dialog engine to adapt the current language 
model to the current situation and to inform the dialog model 
about the recognized sentence which is encoded as an XML 
document. The user acts in the role of a student answering the 
questions during the lesson by verbal communication instead of 
using the mouse.  
 The Voice Genie solution within the Early Demonstrator 
has proven quite reliable. First concepts of language models, 
dialog structures and experiments of the interaction scenarios 
could be evaluated (e.g. see, for instance, the evaluation of the 
Early Demonstrator in the article “Business Cases for Virtual 
Human Technology: Evaluation and Exploitation” in this 
publication). However, due to the fixed and propriety 
architecture we chose to develop our own speech recognition 
system based on open source toolkits.  
2.4 German ASR with open source speech recognition toolkit 
ISIP 
Our development of the German spoken dialog system in the 
Virtual Human project is based on the ISIP toolkit [15]. This is 
an open source toolkit for developing large vocabulary 
speaker-independent speech recognition applications based on 
the state-of-the-art Hidden Markov Model (HMM) technology 
for ASR. The toolkit includes training, decoding and evaluation 
modules.  The training module can train acoustic model with 
the different complexity such as monophone, word-internal 
triphone or cross-word triphone based acoustic models. ISIP 
supports decoding based on a language model presented as a 
probabilistic finite state machine (grammar) or as an n-gram 
language model. 
For grammar processing ISIP provides various grammar 
compiler tools. The output of ISIP decoder can be presented as 
1-best, n-best or as a lattice. The ISIP toolkit also includes an 
extension specially developed for real time applications. In 
particular, this extension includes the possibility to switch 
online grammar depending on the context of the dialog without 
stopping ASR application.  
In the described speech recognition system the input signal 
was a 16 kHz audio signal with 16 bit sampling. The ASR had 
the following components: 
 
• speech/non-speech analyzer, 
• feature extractor for speech data, 
• decoder, 




Fig. 1. Workflow in speech recognition. 
 
     The workflow of speech recognition system is presented in 
Fig. 1. The speech recognition application envisioned for 
Virtual Human is working without any on/off button or switch 
connected to the microphone which is usually used in order to 
simplify the search for the start and end positions of the 
captured speech signal. Hence, we have developed an 
automatic Speech-Nonspeech classifier module which detects 
speech automatically based on a silence ratio It calculates the 
percentage of samples from the audio stream which are less 
than a predefined threshold (silence ratio) for sequences of 
equal-size sliding windows. For each pair of neighboring 
windows, the ratio between their silence ratios is calculated. 
When it exceeds the predefined threshold the audio is 
considered the start of the speech.  When this ratio exceeds for 
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the last time the same threshold is considered the end of the 
speech. The audio signal is recorded in ring buffer in parallel 
with the speech/non-speech analysis.   
The next module, the feature extractor, analyses the features 
only from the speech segments.  The feature vectors consist of 
12 mel-cepstral coefficients plus energy extended with delta 
mel-cepstral coefficients and delta energy, delta-delta 
mel-cepstral coefficients and delta-delta energy which are 
frequently used in state-of-the-art speech recognition systems.  
Next, the acoustic and language model are discussed. The 
acoustic model was trained using data developed for the 
Verbmobil project. Currently this data is a part of the Bayern 
Archive for Speech Signal (BAS). The archive includes data 
collected in difference acoustic conditions. The Virtual Human 
project uses only the data collected with the room microphone 
since it is the same setup used in the virtual human 
demonstrator. The cross-word acoustic model was trained with 
8 Gaussians for each HMM state. For the training, 3482 
German spoken sentences were used with the total duration 2.5 
hours. 
The language model is a set of finite state machines (FSM) 
generating templates for allowed sentence. For each sequence 
of spoken words the matching FSM corresponding to that 
sequence is used to reduce the set of possible words to be 
recognizable, allowing for a more robust decoding.  As the 
language model can be exchanged on the flight, both robust and 
flexible dialog modeling is supported by the system. 
For decoding, speech recognition, the ISIP decoder is used 
which is based on a state-of-the-art Viterbi decoder for HMM. 
In spoken dialog is very important to provide the 
understanding module and dialog manager with the 
information which potentially include correct recognition 
output.  To get potentially correct answer in output it is better to 
use output in the form of n-best or lattice instead of 1-best 
output. The lattice is more compact representation then n-best. 
It is the reason that in Virtual Human task the decoder provides 





Fig. 2. System architecture of ASR in VirtualHuman. 
 
The architecture is described in Fig. 2. As the difference 
tasks: audio capture, speech detection, speech recognition and 
network communication with a client application must be 
performed concurrently, the architecture consist of four 
processing threads, one for each sub tasks. The communication 
is based on shared memory with semaphore protection.  The 
system has been implemented in ANSI C++ and works under 
Linux capturing with ALSA system calls. 
In the second phase of the project, two human users must 
interact with the application which leads us to multiply this 
approach. We simply dispatch two different instances of the 
ASR server using two different virtual ALSA capture devices 
connected to two different TCP/IP network ports. We have 
used ALSA filters to route the signal of two microphones 
through a stereo capture jack of a standard soundcard to realize 
two virtual capture devices. This avoids special hardware and 
ensures that all project partners can evaluate the system.  
 
III. GESTURE RECOGNITION 
3.1 Introduction 
Gesture recognition aims at recognizing  the posture of the 
human body (torso, face, hands, arms) and their dynamics for 
various task, such as animation, training, therapeutics, gaming, 
security and, last but not least, human-computer interaction, as 
in the case of the Virtual Human. The question remains, what 
do we really want to recognize? After investigating the typical 
requirements of a virtual reality (VR) display application with 
virtual characters, we have chosen to focus our research on the 
following sub tasks of gesture recognition:  
 
• Locate the users: The user must be located in the real world 
in front of the VR display. This enables virtual humans to 
sense the presence of the human user and to trigger   
appropriate behavior which makes the virtual humans, e.g. 
by looking towards the human user or by welcoming him 
or her.  
• Recognize simple deistic gestures: Pointing gestures, for 
example, are a natural way to interact with a VR 
application.  
• Recognize hand gestures: Simple hand gestures such as 
waving, thumb up, pointing with fingers and other more 
articulated hand postures and motions are very easy for 
humans to perform but difficult to be recognized 
automatically thereby provide excellent topics for  
research.  
 
As the overall task has been defined now, let us investigate 
what kind of technical requirements for gesture recognition we 
have to fulfill within the Virtual Human project:   
 
• Robust against “disguise”: Some display technology 
requires from the user to wear shutter glasses or glasses 
with polarization filters. The human user becomes masked 
and standard recognition methods, such as face detection, 
might not be applicable in all cases. 
• Robust to illumination changes: The use of display systems, 
e.g. back or front projection or active tracking of shutter 
glasses, usually generates instable and uncontrollable 
illumination in the visual and/or IR spectrum. Passive 
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IR-technology might interfere with this type of stereo 
display.  
• Real-time processing: The algorithms and hardware must 
be real-time in order to avoid strong delays and latencies in 
the interaction loop which may destroy the feeling of 
immersion and direct interaction. 
 
Today not all of these requirements can be fulfilled 
simultaneously by state-of-the art display technology.  Hence, 
two different systems and hardware setups are used within the 
Virtual Human project to fulfill all requirements. We focus in 
full-body and hand gesture recognition on detecting the human 
hand and full-body posture, using a special 3D-camera, which 
is explained in detail in the following section. On the other 
hand, our system for recognizing facial expression do not need 
such sophisticated hardware but rely on a standard (web)cam 
sensible to light stemming from the normal visual spectrum, 
instead, as we will discuss in detail in the next chapter.   





Fig. 3. The SR-2 of CSEM (up), a simulated cross section & potential 
distribution (down). 
[taken from CSEM  [12]]. 
We have chosen to base our work in gesture recognition on a 
special novel hardware which has recently been made available, 
the miniature infrared time-of-flight camera Swissranger SR2 
developed by CSEM (see [13, 14]). See also Fig. 3. This IR 
camera delivers depth and intensity measurements of a size of 
124x160 pixels resolution with a frame rate of up to 30 Hz. It 
emits modulated infrared light of 870 nm wavelength 
amplitude-modulated with 20 MHz. In contrast to standard IR 
cameras, the SR-2 does not only measure the backscattered 
intensity but also the depth for each pixel. The measurement is 
based on the Time-Of-Flight principle: Each pixel of the 
camera is able to measure the phase angle of the reflected IR 
light in relation to the current phase angle of the active 
modulated IR LEDs. The Fig. 3 (down part) illustrates how the 
demodulation of the reflected light is performed by sampling:  
Each pixel contains 4 bucket integrators able to collect 
charges that are generated by the absorption of IR quants in the 
photo-sensitive semiconductor.  A dynamical external electric 
field switches between the different integrators/capacities four 
times in each period. The collected charges are read out after a 
particular integration time has passed by the electronics. The 
phase shift can be computed from the 4 accumulated charges 
and the depth can be computed. I refer to the references for 
further information how this is achieved. 
3.3 Localizing the Head/Hand of the human user  
We have detected the human user in front of the camera by a 
combination of median filtering, depth keying and convolving 
the resulted depth image by a parameterized filter bank based 




Fig. 4. Localizing the head and hand of the user 
 
 Fig. 4 shows an example of the localization of the person in 
front of the Early Demonstrator setting. The image depicts in 
the background a VR scene in which the depth camera image 
has been rendered as an alpha image plane. The first step in the 
processing pipeline is to apply a median 3x3 filter to eliminate 
outliners and “dead” pixels. Next, depth segmentation or 
keying is performed to eliminate all pixels with stems from the 
background. We have used a depth range of 1.5m to 2.5m from 
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the display system; pixels with different distance are discarded. 
The result can be seen in Fig 4 represented by the red area. The 
user as well as part of a stage has been recognized by the system, 
transparent alpha values have been used for the discarded 
pixels. Connected component analysis is used to find the largest 
segment in the depth image.   
The next step is to identify the location of the human head. 
We use a filter bank of simple parameterized head filters Hi 
which detects head-like convex structures in which the width wi 
and height hi of the human head can be parameterized while 
holding the aspect ratio fixed within a reasonable range.  We 
implicitly convolve the depth image with the filter bank Fp in 
which each parameter set p identifies a head filter of a 
particular size and aspect ratio. As the kernel of the head filters 
can be decomposed into homogenous rectangles regions, we 
use an integral image to speed up the processing.  The implicit 
filtering of the depth image results in one saliency image Sp for 
each filter. We compute the local maxima of these images 
spatially and across neighboring scale. The best matching filter 
is drawn in Fig. 4 around the head. The large rectangle shows 
the filter location, the small inner part defines a region of the 
filter kernel in which small depth values generate an optimal 
response; hence they contain constant negative values. The 
filter kernel between the grey and white regions is set to 
positive values. Hence, the head filters detect convex regions 
near the camera with a significant depth edge around the head. 
 The human hand is localized using a larger filter bank with 
parameterized peak detection filters and convex filters with 
different orientation. After finding the maximum convex and 
peak consistent with assumption that the hand must be nearer to 
the camera than the detected head, the hand position becomes 
localized as well. An example of a matching hand filter has 
been drawn around the human hand in Fig. 4.  
 Using a calibration of the camera, we were able to detect the 
position of the human head and hand in real-time, e.g. with 30 
Hz. Deistic gestures can now be performed and recognized by 
the machine for interaction since the 3D-positions of the human 
head and hand are sufficient to realize a pick ray in VR systems, 
e.g. in Fraunhofer VRLM/H|ANIM Player Avalon or the 
OpenSource Render system Avango. We have recorded a 
corpus of 7 persons pointing towards various positions at the 
display system. The results are very promising and first 
qualitative evaluation of the precision supports already very 
natural applications.      
3.4 Articulated Hand Recognition   
We will now briefly report on the work on hand gesture 
recognition where we have used the Swissranger SR-2 data to 
identify the articulation parameters of a human hand. We 
followed a bottom-up approach to estimate some coarse 
parameters, and a model-based refinement. For more details, 
we must refer the reader to an upcoming publication [3]. 
 We view hand gesture recognition as a problem composed of 
two sub-problems: the first is to reconstruct the hand with its 
articulations in real-time, the second is to match the 
time-depending parameters of the hand, the position of the 
hand, its size and all joint angles, to one of relevant hand 
gestures we want to recognize, e.g. a wave, clap, thump up, 
finger ring, a point gesture or a beat gesture. We consider the 
latter problem solved, or, at least, as easier since there are 
already well-known methods to deal with this problem, e.g. by 
using HMM models, as we have seen in speech recognition. 
The first problem is harder and therefore we have tried to focus 
on it in this work.  Despite significant research in the field [4, 
11], dynamic hand reconstruction independent from 






Fig. 5. Point cloud with PCA axis (top) and model-based refinement (middle, 
bottom) 
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 Our steps in reconstructing the hand parameters are the 
following: calibration, depth keying, 3D-point cloud based 
PCA and a registration with an articulated hand model.  We 
calibrate the camera by estimating the internal camera 
parameters (for details see [3], also [10]). The next step 
separates all pixels in the scene which do not belong to the 
human hand-arm segment. The hand is posed in front of the 
camera at a distance by 0.5-1 meter which defines the working 
volume – all pixel values with different distance are discarded.  
After applying a median filter with 3x3 kernel size, and depth 
keying, we solve the segmentation problem by performing 
connected component analysis and selecting the largest 
remaining connected sub-segment as input to the 
reconstruction methods. Based on our calibration, we compute 
a cloud of 3d-points which represent our hand and arm segment.  
We use heuristics based on the length of typical hand and arm 
to separate the hand from the arm. 
 A first crude estimation of the hand is obtained by fitting an 
ellipsoid into the data points. The center of mass and the 
principal axes of the point cloud provide a good estimate for 
fitting an articulated hand model to the point cloud, as the 
visualization of the results have revealed. We have used a hand 
model kindly provided by Irene Albrecht (see [1]) for 
model-based refinement. The aim of this first fine matching is 
to determine translation, rotation and scaling of the model 
accordingly. A skeleton of a three dimensional hand model is 
placed into the point cloud so that the distance of the surface 
points to the measured data is minimized. The next step in our 
gesture recognition systems is the fitting process which aims at 
minimizing the distance between model and point cloud based 
on the sum of point-to-point distances.  In this case, the 
Hausdorff distance may be used as a metric. On the other hand, 
metrics based on pure pairwise distances between point clouds 
do not take benefit from the more explicit surface properties of 
the hand model since it “only” tries to position the point clouds 
together as near as possible (similar to ICP registration). 
Alternatively, one might compare the surfaces/visual hulls 
between model and reconstructed surface patches by 
minimizing the volume between surface patches directly since 
the model also consists of a triangle mesh.  
 The system was able to recognize 7 degrees of freedom of a 
human hand with 2-3 Hz frame rate without optimizing the 
research code. This is a promising result and defines a road map 
for further research. Future research should perform an 
evaluation of the results, increase the amount of articulation of 
the hand model and investigate sensor fusion, e.g. by using 
additional calibrated video camera to increase the still quite 
limited resolution of the Swissranger camera. Further work 
aims at improving the robustness of the system against 
out-liners by registering the model to the sensor point clouds 
with more robust algorithms, such as Random Sample 
Consensus (RANSAC) and to track the data by more statistical 
approaches [5]. 
 
IV. ANALYSIS OF FACIAL EXPRESSIONS  
The next section discusses the development of a system for 
monitoring users facial expressions applied to the interaction 
with embodied virtual characters – virtual humans. We present 
the arguments on why within certain contexts facial expression 
monitoring is useful and discuss its application in a scenario of 
interaction with a virtual character.  
4.1 Beyond the users´ voluntary responses - the importance of 
interlocutor behavior/body language 
 In social interactions, body language is a crucial aspect of the 
communication. The hand gestures, the body posture, the voice, 
the eyes, physiological manifestations such as blushing and 
facial expressions, are inseparable from the message, they 
become in part the message. The non-verbal aspects of 
communication should therefore be central to a system that 
aims at providing engaging dialogues with a virtual human; 
both from the point of view of the synthesis of realistic gestures, 
as well as the recognition of the human interlocutor’s body 
language. For example a smile or a frown are reactions that 
should influence the dialogue, the flow of the storytelling, the 
attitudes of the virtual human, being otherwise the risk that the 
user perceives the interaction as cold, disconnected or just the 
playback of recording. This second aspect is the focus of this 
section. 
4.2 Facial Expressions 
 Facial expressions deserve a special treatment when 
considering a multimodal conversational system. An important 
aspect of the interlocutors behavior is transmitted through the 
face. For fully capable social actors communicating within a 
familiar culture, the meaning and nuances of facial expression 
within a dialog may seem natural and intrinsic, but when 
dissected its complexity quickly emerges. It obeys social rules 
and spans through several dimensions of semantic levels. 
Wehrle and Kaiser enumerate the role of facial expressions 
according to the following categories [16]: 
 
• In speech it is often used by the listener as a back-channel 
informing the speaker that he can go on talking and that he 
has been understood (regulator).  
• To emphasize a particular message, or to change the 
meaning of verbal message where the speaker facial 
expression modifies or contradicts what is being said, e.g. 
when being ironic (illustrator).  
• As a mean for installing, maintaining, or aborting a 
relationship, e.g., when a couple is discussing a 
controversial topic, a smile can indicate that although they 
disagree on the topic there is no “danger” for the 
relationship.  
• An indicator for cognitive processes: e.g., frowning often 
occurs when somebody does some hard thinking while 
concentrated attending to a problem, or when a difficulty is 
encountered in a task.  
• An indicator for an emotion (affect display). 
 
The ultimate facial expression recognition system for 
engaging in a realistic machine/user dialogue should be able to 
differentiate the subtleness of situations and understand the 
context. That goal is certainly too much of an ambitious 
endeavor at several knowledge areas. In any case the current 
conversational interaction systems with embodied characters 
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are restrictive in terms of dialogues, and are, therefore, 
predictable to the point that at that level an important part of the 
subtleness of body language might be lost. 
The question is opened to what extend all those levels of 
meaning are present in such interaction. Previous work has 
found that in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) facial 
expressions reflect the users’ difficulty with a task [8], [2], and 
could eventually be appropriate for a virtual character to react 
on that event [9]. While certainly there could be still 
ambiguities associates with those reactions, its integration 
within the dialog script of a virtual character are easier to 
integrate than other subtleties of human body language. Under 
that light and within the bounds of the virtual human project we 
opt for a more modest but realizable goal of identifying the 
interlocutor positive/negative reactions to the ongoing dialog 
with the virtual human.  
4.3 A Video-based system for Facial Expression Analysis 
Two different methods are available to record facial 
expressions: facial electromyography (EMG) and video-based 
systems. Due to the obtrusiveness of EMG sensors for generic 
HCI contexts, we opted for a video-based system to record and 
analyze the expression. We describe next a video-based facial 
expression analysis tool - FACEit. 
FACEit is a facial expression analysis tool developed to 
support the research on the study of facial expressions in a HCI 
environment. FACEit was developed in C and is implemented 
on top of the Intel Open Source Computer Vision Library2 
(OpenCV) 5.0 and Intel Integrated Performance Primitives 4.13 
(IPP). OpenCV provides a range of computer vision algorithms 
aimed at real-time video processing. OpenCV is made freely 
available by Intel. IPP provides highly optimized software 
functions for a variety of data processing functions. The image 












(b) Base appearance and variation 
 
Fig. 6. Linear shape and appearance model of an independent face AAM. 
 
FACEit is composed of three major modules: Face Detection, 
Facial Features Alignment and Facial Expression Analysis. 
The Face Detection is implemented using the module provided 
in the OpenCV library. It finds rectangular regions in the given 
image that are likely to contain frontal view faces and returns 
those regions as a sequence of rectangles. At the heart of the 
FACEit system is a fast Active Appearance Model (AAM) 
algorithm [12]. An AAM belongs to a group of statistical 
methods for computer vision, where an object is represented by 
a base shape corresponding to a set of vertices and a triangular 
division over the object, a base (mean) appearance (pixels 
intensities), and a set of parameters that modify the shape and 
appearance according to a model defined at a training stage [6]. 
Given as input the location of the face in an image, from the 
face detection module, the goal of the AAM algorithm is to 
search for the pose and expression. The search of those 
parameters is performed through an efficient gradient 
descendent algorithm allowing the process to run in real-time. 
The creation of the face AAM consists in computing the mean 
shape and appearance, as well as the major variations, over a set 
of previously collected face images. Landmark points are 
placed over the features that are easily identified, consistently 
across different examples of the face. All the images are 
annotated with the same number of vertices and the vertices 
have to correspond to same facial features over all the images. 
The vertices are placed over the edges and corners of the facial 
features such as eyebrows and lips, where it is easier to observe 
correspondence between images. The more comprehensive the 
images in the training data are in terms of identity, pose, 
expression and illumination, the better the AAM will be able to 
describe a wider variety of faces. Theoretically, a large enough 
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training set could account for all the shape and appearance 
variations. In practice, however, the larger the model the more 
instable the algorithm behaves [7]. In the various face AAM we 
trained, we limited the training dataset to the images of the 
specific user to monitor the expressions. This increased the 
robustness of our system and limited the effort of hand labeling 
the images to tens of images rather than hundreds or thousands. 
The images in the training dataset included faces under 
different poses and expression, since we intended the AAM to 
model expressions and be robust to pose variation.  
After the hand labeling process, the vertices for all the 
images in the training set are aligned. Principal component 
analysis (PCA) is applied to the aligned vertices to compute the 
components of shape that account for the most variation in the 
dataset, resulting in a mean shape (s0) and shape variations 
{s1,...,sn}, Fig. 6a. A similar process is performed for the 
appearance: for each image in the training set, the pixels inside 
the shape defined by the hand labeled vertices, are warped back 
to the base shape and PCA is applied to the collection of those 
images to calculate the mean appearance (a0) and appearance 
variations {a1,...,am}, Fig. 6b.This process allows an AAM to 
describe new instances of the face as a sum of a mean shape and 
mean appearance plus a linear combination of shape and 
appearance variations.  
The process described previously is performed once in a 
training stage. The real-time process of fitting the AAM to the 
image is described next. Given as input the location of the face 
in an image, from the face detection module, the goal of the 
AAM algorithm is to find the best linear combination of shapes 
and appearances that fits the input image. In other words, the 
goal is to minimize the pixels intensity difference between the 
input image and a linear combination of {s0,..., sn} and 
{a0,...,am}. Different gradient descent algorithms are available 
to solve that expression. We implemented the method by [12] 
for an independent AAM. The tracking at each frame is 
considered successful when the difference between the input 
image and the modeled image falls below a given threshold. As 
long as the AAM fitting algorithm converges within a certain 
number of steps, defined by an error threshold, FACEit 
continues fitting the AAM to the new frames. When there is a 
failure to converge, it resets back to the face location mode. 
 The last step, the face expression analysis module, classifies 
the set of parameters found by the AAM fitting algorithm 
previously described as a neutral, positive or negative 
expression. The classification is performed using a k-nearest 
neighborhood approach, where the AAM fitting parameters are 
compared against the fitting parameters of the face images 
manually classified as neutral, positive or negative, used in the 
creation of the AAM.  
4.4 Application to the VH Project 
The FACEit system was tested on the virtual human project 
to provide real-time assessment of the user engagement to the 
on going dialog. On the chosen application scenario, one of the 
virtual humans attempts to do some humor, sometimes 
successfully and in other cases upsetting the user. The users’ 
reaction triggers different paths in the storyline emphasizing 
the jokes or avoiding it altogether. Fig. 7 exhibits a snapshot of 
a positive user reaction with the associated virtual human 
dialogue. 
While anecdotal feedback from observers and users of this 
particular setup on the appeal of such interaction does certainly 
not bear any statistical significance, related studies with virtual 
characters [9] show promising results that such affective 
monitoring might in future improve the human/virtual human 
dialogue. Performance, real-time synchronization, and 





VH: “What does Felix Maggath (the former Bayern Munich trainer) say when 





VH: “It seems as if you are having fun. Just wait, we’re have many more jokes. 
 
Fig. 7. Tracking the expression of the user triggering the virtual human 
response. 
 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  
We have shown in this article how speech, posture and 
emotional displays of the human user can be recognized to 
develop more robust and sophisticated virtual humans. Speech 
recognition has matured considerably but still suffers from 
problems due to unknown vocabulary, noise-sensitivity and 
limited natural language understanding. Gesture recognition is 
less matured and innovative methods must still be developed 
until virtual humans are able to understand the movements and 
indentions of their real alter egos. Recognition of facial 
expression has shown considerable progress but effective 
real-time monitoring still requires significant improvements.   It 
became clear, however, that only the tight integration of those 
modalities will be able to overcome the ambiguities associated 
with any one of those forms of human-human communication. 
Therefore, and not surprisingly, much more research in speech 
recognition, human gesture recognition and effected 
monitoring is needed before Virtual Humans become 
effortlessly accepted by the human user. But the presented 
results and experiences gained in the Virtual Human project are 
encouraging and promise for significant progress to be in reach 
in the not so far future. 
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